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M-055 JACLYN LUCAS KEASLER, "THE SIMONTONS AND RELATED FAMILIES,  
 c.1100-1963." 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 Genealogy of and historical notes on the Simontons and related families from the 
Middle Ages in Scotland through the twenty-second generation in the southern states; 
traces the Simonton line in Louisiana including parishes of Lincoln, Bienville, Claiborne, 
and Jackson.  1 folder. 
 
BOX FOLDER DESCRIPTION 
001 001  Index to booklet, of which this is a typed copy.   Page number  
    references do not match the typed pages. 
   Scotland and Ireland: first generation of the Lockard family in  
    Scotland in the twelfth century.  The name Symontown is  
    added in the 8th generation.  Genealogy of the family in  
    Scotland and Ireland through the 16th generation. 
   United States: Simontons and related families in New England  
    (17th through 19th generations); in Maine and Pennsylvania; 
    in North Carolina (19th and 10th generations); in Alabama,  
    Mississippi, Tennessee, and Georgia (20th generation). 
   Louisiana: 21st generation; family history of Mary Simonton of  
    Franklin; children of Adam and Margaret Simonton (23rd  
    generation); their descendants; family of Felix Simonton (b.  
    1835), who came to Louisiana in 1851;   
   Simonton and related families in Jackson and Lincoln Parishes.   
    Other  members of the Simonton and related families in  
    Louisiana and Texas. 
